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- Animal tracking (since pre-historical
times)

- Metrology (1795, measurement science
1969)

- Epidemiology (1854)

- Art provenance (1860s)

- Luggage handling (Warsaw Convention
1929, 1990s)

- Food traceability (barcodes 1963,
1970s)
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Trace
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to trace : ‘to identify a
track following its pattern
sign by sign’
traceability : ‘a quality of an
entity allowing it have a track,
howsoever made, plus the
availability of a means to
follow that track’

Factor / Discipline

Animal
Tracking

Art
Epidemiology Food
Luggage
Provenance
Traceability Handling

Metrology Software Systems
Engineering

Signed entity
Sign
Sign maker
Mode of sign
Medium for sign
Sign represents
Permanence of sign
Cause of track generation
Track maker
Track represents
Pattern of track
Origin of track
Destination of track
Permanence of track
Trace objective
Direction of trace
Trace maker
Trace user
Trace beneficiary
Trace process
Aids to tracing
Impact of gaps on tracing
Permanence of trace

Framework for
Comparative Analysis

Leveraging Other Disciplines

SIGN

TRACK

Research
Priorities

TRACE

Dependent
Tasks

Theoretical Practical
Process
(TR)
(PR)
Improvement (PI)

Factor

Animal Tracking

Art Provenance

Epidemiology

Food Traceability

Signed entityAn individual animal. An individual work of Multiple instances of An individual food
art.
an individual pathogen. product.

Ep - Multiple instances
Signed
Sign
An animal print or of
A record
transfer Some physical
An industry standard
anof theindividual
entity
some disturbance in the of ownership and / or symptom of disease in code, appropriate to
environment (e.g., pathogen
location of a work of a person or animal.
different stages in the
droppings, hair, etc.)

art.

food chain.

Sign maker The individual animal. Multiple persons (e.g., An instance of the
buyers and sellers of individual pathogen.
art, art collectors,
auctioneers, etc.)
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Mode of sign Direct. The sign is
Associated, but not
made unconsciously by attached (i.e., held
the signed entity.
separate from the
signed entity).

Medium for The ground and wider A document of no
sign
environment.
standard type or
format.

Sign
represents

Multiple persons or
systems, recording the
processing and
movement of the food
product.

Luggage Handling

Metrology

An individual item of An individual
luggage.
measurement result.

Software Systems Engineering
An individual requirement, in some

way expressed, generated or inferred.
SSE - An individual
An industry
standard A metric that quantifiesin
Some evidence
of a relationship
requirement,
some
way
code.
a measurement result, between an individual requirement as a
expressed,
orartifact that
its uncertainty andgenerated
a
concept and an engineering
link to a reference
expresses that concept in some
inferred
standard.
recording medium.
Multiple persons or
systems, recording the
movement of the item
of luggage.

Multiple persons
Created directly by engineers and other
performing and
stakeholders, or created indirectly (and
recording measurement potentially automatically) via their
results, and calibrating activities when using development
instruments.
environments.

Direct. The sign is
Associated and
Associated and
Associated, but not
made unconsciously by attached directly to the attached directly to the attached (i.e., held
the signed entity.
signed entity.
signed entity.
separate from the
signed entity).

: Delineate a rich
taxonomy of requirements (TR)
VII A

An individual requirement can leave a
direct sign in the form of its semantic
content being replicated or semantically
equivalent across engineering artifacts.
Associated signs can exist in the form
of meta-data, either attached to the
signed entity by being present in the
same artifact, or unattached and linked
in some way (e.g., unique identifier).

A person or animal.

The food product is
The item of luggage is A document of
Multiple media may carry evidence of
marked directly with marked directly with standard type and
the signed entity as requirements may
the sign, or a ‘label’
the sign, or a ‘label’
format.
be expressed in natural language text,
carrying the sign is
carrying the sign is
diagrams, videos, code, etc.
attached to the food
attached to the luggage
product or its
or its packaging.
packaging.
The position of the
The ownership or
The infection of that The processing that
The intended position The accuracy of a
The status of an individual
animal in space and
location of the work of person or animal at a occurred to the food
of the item of luggage measurement result at a requirement’s implementation at a stage
time, and its probable art in space and time. It moment in time and in product at a place and in space and time, and particular point in a
in the development process.
direction of movement. may indicate the prior space. The origin and time in the food chain, the actual position once calibration chain.
and future intended
destination of the
with defined immediate the sign is registered. Directionality is
owners or locations.
pathogen is not
supplier and
Inherent direction of inherent in the link to
inherent in the sign.
subsequent recipient. movement.
the reference.

Permanence Impermanent and
As permanent as the Impermanent and
As permanent as the
of sign
degrades with
medium of the
potentially lost with the various media that
environmental
documentation carrying recovery, cure or death carry the sign. Record
disturbance. A potential the sign.
of the host. Needs
usually made in some
for fossilization.
recording.
computer system.

As permanent as the
various media that
carry the sign. Record
usually made in some
computer system.

As permanent as the A new sign may replace an existing
medium of the
sign at any time as development
documentation carrying proceeds, but any original sign would
the sign.
remain where there is versioning.

Factor

Animal Tracking

Art Provenance

Epidemiology

Food Traceability

Luggage Handling

Metrology

Signed entityAn individual animal. An individual work of Multiple instances of An individual food
art.
an individual pathogen. product.

An individual item of An individual
luggage.
measurement result.

Sign

An industry standard
code.

An animal print or

A record of the transfer Some physical

An industry standard

of ownership
and / or- symptom
disease in code, appropriate to
Sign some disturbance in the
Food
Tr
An ofindustry
environment (e.g.,
location of a work of a person or animal.
different stages in the
droppings, hair, etc.) standard
art.
food chain.
code,
appropriate
toof thedifferent
Sign maker The individual animal.
Multiple persons (e.g., An instance
Multiple persons or
buyers and sellers of individual pathogen. systems, recording the
stages
art, art collectors, in the food
processing and
auctioneers, etc.)
movement of the food
chain.
product.
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Mode of sign Direct. The sign is
Associated, but not
made unconsciously by attached (i.e., held
the signed entity.
separate from the
signed entity).

Medium for The ground and wider A document of no
sign
environment.
standard type or
format.

Sign
represents

Software Systems Engineering
An individual requirement, in some
way expressed, generated or inferred.

A metric that quantifies Some evidence of a relationship

between an individual
requirement
SSE - a measurement
Some result,
evidence
of
a as a
its uncertainty and a
concept and an engineering artifact that
link to a reference
expresses that concept in
some
relationship
between
an
standard.
recording medium.
Multipleindividual
persons or
Multiple persons requirement
Created directly by engineers as
and other
systems, recording the performing and
stakeholders, or created indirectly (and
aof theconcept
and potentially
an automatically) via their
movement
item recording measurement
of luggage.
results, and calibrating activities when using development
engineering
artifact
that
instruments.
environments.
expresses
that
concept in
Direct. The sign is
Associated and
Associated and
Associated, but not
An individual requirement can leave a
made unconsciously by attached directly to the attached directly to the attached (i.e., held
direct sign in the form of its semantic
some recording
medium.
the signed entity.
signed entity.
signed entity.
separate from the
content being replicated or semantically
signed entity).

An industry standard code, appropriate to different stages in the food chain.

equivalent across engineering artifacts.
Associated signs can exist in the form
of meta-data, either attached to the
signed entity by being present in the
same artifact, or unattached and linked
in some way (e.g., unique identifier).

A person
The food product
is
The item of luggage
is A document of
VII
Aor :animal.Define
standard
signs

Multiple media may carry evidence of
marked directly with marked directly with standard type and
the signed entity as requirements may
the sign, or a ‘label’
the sign, or a ‘label’
format.
be expressed in natural language text,
carrying the sign is
carrying the sign is
diagrams, videos, code, etc.
attached to the food
attached to the luggage
product or its
or its packaging.
packaging.
The position of the
The ownership or
The infection of that The processing that
The intended position The accuracy of a
The status of an individual
animal in space and
location of the work of person or animal at a occurred to the food
of the item of luggage measurement result at a requirement’s implementation at a stage
time, and its probable art in space and time. It moment in time and in product at a place and in space and time, and particular point in a
in the development process.
direction of movement. may indicate the prior space. The origin and time in the food chain, the actual position once calibration chain.
and future intended
destination of the
with defined immediate the sign is registered. Directionality is
owners or locations.
pathogen is not
supplier and
Inherent direction of inherent in the link to
inherent in the sign.
subsequent recipient. movement.
the reference.

for requirement types (TR)
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As permanent as the
of sign
degrades with
medium of the
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usually made in some
for fossilization.
recording.
computer system.

As permanent as the
various media that
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usually made in some
computer system.

As permanent as the A new sign may replace an existing
medium of the
sign at any time as development
documentation carrying proceeds, but any original sign would
the sign.
remain where there is versioning.

Factor

Animal Tracking

Art Provenance

Epidemiology

Food Traceability

Signed entityAn individual animal. An individual work of Multiple instances of An individual food
art.
an individual pathogen. product.
Sign

An animal print or
A record of the transfer Some physical
some disturbance in the of ownership and / or symptom of disease in
environment (e.g.,
location of a work of a person or animal.
droppings, hair, etc.) art.

Luggage Handling

Metrology

An individual item of An individual
luggage.
measurement result.

Software Systems Engineering
An individual requirement, in some
way expressed, generated or inferred.

An industry standard An industry standard
code, appropriate to
code.
different stages in the
food chain.

A metric that quantifies Some evidence of a relationship
a measurement result, between an individual requirement as a
its uncertainty and a
concept and an engineering artifact that
link to a reference
expresses that concept in some
standard.
recording medium.
Multiple persons or
Multiple persons or
Multiple persons
Created directly by engineers and other
systems, recording the systems, recording the performing and
stakeholders, or created indirectly (and
processing and
movement of the item recording measurement potentially automatically) via their
movement of the food of luggage.
results, and calibrating activities when using development
product.
instruments.
environments.

Luggage - Multiple
persons or systems,
Sign maker The individual animal. Multiple persons (e.g., An instance of the
the
buyers and sellers of individualrecording
pathogen.
Sign
SSE - Created directly by
art, art collectors,
movement of the item
auctioneers, etc.)
maker
engineers and other
of luggage.
stakeholders,
or created
Mode of sign Direct. The sign is
Associated, but not
Direct. The sign is
Associated and
Associated and
Associated, but not
An individual requirement can leave a
made unconsciously by attached (i.e., held
made unconsciously by attached directly to the attached indirectly
directly to the attached (i.e., held(and
direct sign in the form of its semantic
the signed entity.
separate from the
the signed entity.
signed entity.
signed entity.
separate from the
content being replicated or semantically
signed entity).
signed entity).
equivalent across engineering artifacts.
potentially
automatically)
Associated signs can exist in the form
of meta-data, either attached
to the
via their activities
when
signed entity by being present in the
same artifact, or unattached and linked
using development
in some way (e.g., unique identifier).
environments.
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Medium for The ground and wider A document of no
sign
environment.
standard type or
format.

Sign
represents

A person or animal.

The food product is
The item of luggage is A document of
Multiple media may carry evidence of
marked directly with marked directly with standard type and
the signed entity as requirements may
the sign, or a ‘label’
the sign, or a ‘label’
format.
be expressed in natural language text,
carrying the sign is
carrying the sign is
diagrams, videos, code, etc.
attached to the food
attached to the luggage
product or its
or its packaging.
packaging.
The position of the
The ownership or
The infection of that The processing that
The intended position The accuracy of a
The status of an individual
animal in space and
location of the work of person or animal at a occurred to the food
of the item of luggage measurement result at a requirement’s implementation at a stage
time, and its probable art in space and time. It moment in time and in product at a place and in space and time, and particular point in a
in the development process.
direction of movement. may indicate the prior space. The origin and time in the food chain, the actual position once calibration chain.
and future intended
destination of the
with defined immediate the sign is registered. Directionality is
owners or locations.
pathogen is not
supplier and
Inherent direction of inherent in the link to
inherent in the sign.
subsequent recipient. movement.
the reference.

: Role of requirements
sign maker (PI)
VII B

Permanence Impermanent and
As permanent as the Impermanent and
As permanent as the
of sign
degrades with
medium of the
potentially lost with the various media that
environmental
documentation carrying recovery, cure or death carry the sign. Record
disturbance. A potential the sign.
of the host. Needs
usually made in some
for fossilization.
recording.
computer system.

As permanent as the
various media that
carry the sign. Record
usually made in some
computer system.

As permanent as the A new sign may replace an existing
medium of the
sign at any time as development
documentation carrying proceeds, but any original sign would
the sign.
remain where there is versioning.

Factor

Animal Tracking

Art Provenance

Epidemiology

Cause of
The movement of the The transfer of
The replication or
track
animal in space and ownership or location mutation of the
generation time.
of the work of art.
pathogen, and the
infection of a new
host.
Track
maker

T
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The individual
animal.

Luggage Handling

Metrology

The subdivision or The movement of an Steps in assuring
amalgamation of the item of luggage in
standards conformity
food product.
space and time.
in measurement
results, one
instrument used to
calibrate another.

Software Systems Engineering
Many reasons, e.g.,: (1) movement
in the abstraction level of a
requirement; (2) change in the
detail of a requirement; (3) derived
requirements; and (4) association
of related requirements.

Multiple people or Multiple people or Multiple people
Whoever or whatever drives sign
systems creating and systems creating and documenting
production via development
interacting with the interacting with the measurement
activities; it can be multiple human
codes associated with code associated with procedures, their
or automated agencies.
the food product
the item of luggage. results and instrument
along the food chain.
calibrations.
Track
The forward path of The path of
The proliferation of a All the steps in the Both the intended and The chain of
Many things, e.g.,: (1)
represents an individual animal. ownership of a work pathogen type, being supply and
actual forward path of calibrations that
chronological trajectory of the
of art from its original the spread of disease distribution of a food an item of luggage. anchors a particular development process; (2) its
creator to its current from the source or an product from source
measurement result in logical trajectory; (3) cause and
owner or location.
index case.
to consumption.
a reference standard. effect relationships between
artifacts; and (4) versioning of
artifacts.
Pattern of Linear.
Linear.
Linear, tree /
Linear, tree /
Two linear tracks
Linear or tree /
Variable.
track
hierarchy, star,
hierarchy, star,
(intended and actual). hierarchy.
network, etc.
network, etc.
Origin of The earliest sign
A sign establishing The source of the
The source of the
The departure airport. The final
The point(s) at which a
track
identified (not
the creator of the
disease (or index case food product.
measurement result. requirement is generated,
necessarily the first work of art.
as proxy).
expressed or inferred.
sign made by the
animal).

Origin
of
track

Multiple people
creating
documentation
associated with the
same work of art.

Food Traceability

Multiple people or
animals with
symptoms of the
same disease.

: Origin recording in
SSE (PR, PI)
VII C

Art prov - A sign
establishing the
creator of the work
Destination The found animal (or A sign establishing The many potential The many potential
of track
the last sign made by the
current
owner or end points in the
points of
of
art.
the animal).

Permanenc As permanent as its
e of track individual signs may
remain in the
environment.

SSE - The point(s) at
which a requirement is
generated, expressed or
inferred.

The ultimate arrival An SI unit or other
airport.
internationally or
location of the work spread of the disease. consumption for the
nationally agreed
of art.
food product.
reference standard.

The point(s) at which a
requirement is fully satisfied at a
relevant stage in the development
process, or eliminated.

As permanent as the
media carrying the
individual signs. A
record of the entire
track eases track
reuse (a provenance
claim).

The potential mutability of a sign
as a requirement passes from stage
to stage in a development process
makes track identification, and
hence track permanence, uncertain.

As permanent as its
individual signs may
remain in the hosts.
A record of the track
is needed for
continued use.

The signs of the track The signs of the track As permanent as the
are usually recorded are usually recorded media carrying the
in the systems along in a luggage handling individual signs. A
the food chain, for
system, for some
record of the entire
some specified time specified time period, track eases track
period, easing reuse. easing reuse.
reuse (a traceability
claim).

Factor

Animal Tracking

Art Provenance

Epidemiology

Cause of
The movement of the The transfer of
The replication or
track
animal in space and ownership or location mutation of the
generation time.
of the work of art.
pathogen, and the
infection of a new
host.
Track
maker

T
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The individual
animal.

Multiple people
creating
documentation
associated with the
same work of art.

Food Traceability

Luggage Handling

Metrology

The subdivision or The movement of an Steps in assuring
amalgamation of the item of luggage in
standards conformity
food product.
space and time.
in measurement
results, one
instrument used to
calibrate another.

Software Systems Engineering
Many reasons, e.g.,: (1) movement
in the abstraction level of a
requirement; (2) change in the
detail of a requirement; (3) derived
requirements; and (4) association
of related requirements.

Multiple people or
animals with
symptoms of the
same disease.

Multiple people or Multiple people or Multiple people
Whoever or whatever drives sign
systems creating and systems creating and documenting
production via development
interacting with the interacting with the measurement
activities; it can be multiple human
codes associated with code associated with procedures, their
or automated agencies.
the food product
the item of luggage. results and instrument
along the food chain.
calibrations.
Track
The forward path of The path of
The proliferation of a All the steps in the Both the intended and The chain of
Many things, e.g.,: (1)
represents an individual animal. ownership of a work pathogen type, being supply and
actual forward path of calibrations that
chronological trajectory of the
of art from its original the spread of disease distribution of a food an item of luggage. anchors a particular development process; (2) its
creator to its current from the source or an product from source
measurement result in logical trajectory; (3) cause and
owner or location.
index case.
to consumption.
a reference standard. effect relationships between
artifacts; and (4) versioning of
artifacts.
Pattern of Linear.
Linear.
Linear, tree /
Linear, tree /
Two linear tracks
Linear or tree /
Variable.
track
hierarchy, star,
hierarchy, star,
(intended and actual). hierarchy.
network, etc.
network, etc.
Origin of The earliest sign
A sign establishing The source of the
The source of the
The departure airport. The final
The point(s) at which a
track
identified (not
the creator of the
disease (or index case food product.
measurement result. requirement is generated,
necessarily the first work of art.
as proxy).
expressed or inferred.
sign made by the
animal).

: Attend to requirement
satisfaction (TR)
VII C

Destination The found animal (or A sign establishing
of track
the last sign made by the current owner or
the animal).
location of the work
of art.

Destination
of track

Permanenc As permanent as its
e of track individual signs may
remain in the
environment.

As permanent as the
media carrying the
individual signs. A
record of the entire
track eases track
reuse (a provenance
claim).

Metrology - An SI unit or
other internationally or
The many potential The many potential The ultimate arrival An SI unit or other The point(s) at which a
nationally
agreed
end points
in the
points of
airport. reference
internationally or
requirement is fully satisfied at a
spread of the disease. consumption for the
nationally agreed
relevant stage in the development
standard
SSEreference
- The
food product.
standard. point(s)
process, or eliminated. at
As permanent as its The signs of the track The signs of thewhich
track As permanent
the The potential mutability of
a sign
a asrequirement
is
individual signs may are usually recorded are usually recorded media carrying the as a requirement passes from stage
fully
at a process
remain in the hosts. in the systems along in a luggage handling
individualsatisfied
signs. A to stage in a development
A record of the track the food chain, for
system, for some
record of the entire makes track identification, and
relevant
the
is needed for
some specified time specified time period,
track eases track stage
hence track in
permanence,
uncertain.
continued use.
period, easing reuse. easing reuse.
reuse (a traceability
development
process, or
claim).
eliminated.

Factor

Animal Tracking

Art Provenance

Epidemiology

Cause of
The movement of the The transfer of
The replication or
track
animal in space and ownership or location mutation of the
generation time.
of the work of art.
pathogen, and the
infection of a new
host.
Track
maker

T
R
A
C
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The individual
animal.

Multiple people
creating
documentation
associated with the
same work of art.

Food Traceability

Luggage Handling

Metrology

Software Systems Engineering

The subdivision or The movement of an Steps in assuring
amalgamation of the item of luggage in
standards conformity
food product.
space and time.
in measurement
results, one
instrument used to
calibrate another.

Many reasons, e.g.,: (1) movement
in the abstraction level of a
requirement; (2) change in the
detail of a requirement; (3) derived
requirements; and (4) association
of related requirements.

Multiple people or
animals with
symptoms of the
same disease.

Multiple people or Multiple people or Multiple people
Whoever or whatever drives sign
systems creating and systems creating and documenting
production via development
interacting with the interacting with the measurement
activities; it can be multiple human
codes associated with code associated with procedures, their
or automated agencies.
the food product
the item of luggage. results and instrument
along the food chain.
calibrations.
Track
The forward path of The path of
The proliferation of a All the steps in the Both the intended and The chain of
Many things, e.g.,: (1)
represents an individual animal. ownership of a work pathogen type, being supply and
actual forward path of calibrations that
chronological trajectory of the
of art from its original the spread of disease distribution of a food an item of luggage. anchors a particular development process; (2) its
creator to its current from the source or an product from source
measurement result in logical trajectory; (3) cause and
owner or location.
index case.
to consumption.
a reference standard. effect relationships between
artifacts; and (4) versioning of
artifacts.
Pattern of Linear.
Linear.
Linear, tree /
Linear, tree /
Two linear tracks
Linear or tree /
Variable.
track
hierarchy, star,
hierarchy, star,
(intended and actual). hierarchy.
network, etc.
network, etc.
Origin of The earliest sign
A sign establishing The source of the
The source of the
The departure airport. The final
The point(s) at which a
track
identified (not
the creator of the
disease (or index case food product.
measurement result. requirement is generated,
necessarily the first work of art.
as proxy).
expressed or inferred.
sign made by the
animal).

: Explore and exploit
patterns of track (TR)
VII C

Luggage - Two linear
tracks (intended and
actual)

Pattern
of track

SSE - Variable

Destination The found animal (or A sign establishing The many potential
of track
the last sign made by the current owner or end points in the
the animal).
location of the work spread of the disease.
of art.

The many potential The ultimate arrival
points of
airport.
consumption for the
food product.

Permanenc As permanent as its
e of track individual signs may
remain in the
environment.

The signs of the track The signs of the track As permanent as the
are usually recorded are usually recorded media carrying the
in the systems along in a luggage handling individual signs. A
the food chain, for
system, for some
record of the entire
some specified time specified time period, track eases track
period, easing reuse. easing reuse.
reuse (a traceability
claim).

As permanent as the
media carrying the
individual signs. A
record of the entire
track eases track
reuse (a provenance
claim).

As permanent as its
individual signs may
remain in the hosts.
A record of the track
is needed for
continued use.

An SI unit or other
internationally or
nationally agreed
reference standard.

The point(s) at which a
requirement is fully satisfied at a
relevant stage in the development
process, or eliminated.
The potential mutability of a sign
as a requirement passes from stage
to stage in a development process
makes track identification, and
hence track permanence, uncertain.

Factor

Animal Tracking Art Provenance

Epidemiology

Food Traceability Luggage Handling Metrology

Trace
objective

To identify and find To identify and
To determine the To render visible To ensure the
To enable
establish the origin potential spread of a the supply and
delivery of luggage. dependable,
of a work of art.
disease. Also, to
distribution chain of Also, to facilitate repeatable and
identify its source. a food product.
the retrieval of
interchangeable
luggage.
measures.

Trace
maker

Multiple objectives, e.g.,: (1)

SSE - Multiplevalidate
objectives,
and verify requirements;
(2) assess the satisfaction of
Metrology - To enable
e.g.,: (1) validate
requirements; (3) and
analyze the
impact
of
changing
requirements;
dependable, repeatable verify requirements;
(2)
and (4) assist in making
changes
to
requirements.
and interchangeable
assess
the
satisfaction
of
Forwards with the Backwards through Forwards with the Following the track Forwards with the Forwards to the
Backwards and forwards (e.g.,
measures.
animal for trace
transfers
of the
pathogen for trace in both directions, item ofrequirements;
luggage for reference standard, forwards
verification and
(3)foranalyze
objective, following work of art for trace objective, following forwards and
trace objective,
following track
backwards for validation).
track direction.
objective, reversing track direction.
backwards, is
following
track impact
direction. (Noteof
that changing
the
track direction.
Also, backwards to equally
direction. Equally metrology refers to
requirements;
identify the
fundamental to the so for luggage
‘tracing back’ to the and (4)
pathogen’s source, trace objective.
retrieval.
the
assistreference
in from
making
changes
reversing track
measurement
direction.
result.)
to requirements.
The tracker (i.e.,
Persons seeking to Epidemiologists
Persons making
Airline and airport Persons providing Engineers, using manual or

Tracean animal.
objective

Direction
of trace

Software Systems Engineering

T
R
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C
E

hunter), usually one establish the
and associated
person, identifying provenance of a
persons seeking to
and following the work of art (e.g., art map the spread of a
track.
historians,
disease.
auctioneers,
acquisition
museums, buyers
and sellers, etc.)
Trace user The tracker,
Persons seeking to Epidemiologists
following the track establish or
and associated
to pursue the
authenticate the
persons seeking to
animal.
provenance of a
understand the
work of art.
spread of a disease
and to design
control measures.
Trace
The tracker and
beneficiary others (for food);
animal owner (for
pets); animal
scientists (for
behavior).

claims for a food personnel seeking measurement
automated techniques.
product and its
to retrieve luggage. results make a
safety (e.g., food
claim of
manufacturers and
metrological
distributers).
traceability, or a
Accreditation may
third-party.
be required.
Accreditation may
be required.
Persons making and Airline and airport Persons using
Engineers, perhaps overlapping
checking claims for personnel
measurement
with the trace makers, and other
food, or planning performing luggage results assess the stakeholders.
and undertaking a retrieval tasks.
validity of the claim
recall (e.g.,
of metrological
government
traceability, and
agencies).
various
accreditation
bodies.
The current or
The local
All parties involved The luggage owner Those domains and Engineers and other stakeholders,
potential future
(epidemics) or
in the supply and (for service); airline industries that rely but this group may be wider in
owner of a work of global (pandemics) distribution of food industry (for
on standard
scope than the users.
art (for valuation); population (for
(for economics);
economics); society measures (for
society (for cultural control of disease consumer (for
(for safety).
economics and
preservation).
and safety).
safety).
safety).

: Understand and specify
trace objectives in SSE (PR, PI)
VII E

Factor

Animal Tracking Art Provenance

Epidemiology

Food Traceability Luggage Handling Metrology

Trace
objective

To identify and find To identify and
To determine the To render visible To ensure the
To enable
an animal.
establish the origin potential spread of a the supply and
delivery of luggage. dependable,
of a work of art.
disease. Also, to
distribution chain of Also, to facilitate repeatable and
identify its source. a food product.
the retrieval of
interchangeable
luggage.
measures.

Software Systems Engineering

Multiple objectives, e.g.,: (1)
validate and verify requirements;
(2) assess the satisfaction of
requirements; (3) analyze the
impact of changing requirements;
and (4) assist in making changes
to requirements.
Direction Forwards with the Backwards through Forwards with the Following the track Forwards with the Forwards to the
Backwards and forwards (e.g.,
of trace
animal for trace
transfers of the
pathogen for trace in both directions, item of luggage for reference standard, forwards for verification and
objective, following work of art for trace objective, following forwards and
trace objective,
following track
backwards for validation).
track direction.
objective, reversing track direction.
backwards, is
following track
direction. (Note that
track direction.
Also, backwards to equally
direction. Equally metrology refers to
identify the
fundamental to the so for luggage
‘tracing back’ to the
pathogen’s source, trace objective.
retrieval.
reference from the
reversing track
measurement
direction.
result.)
Trace
The tracker (i.e.,
Persons seeking to Epidemiologists
Persons making
Airline and airport Persons providing Engineers, using manual or
maker
hunter), usually one establish the
and associated
claims for a food personnel seeking measurement
automated techniques.
person, identifying provenance of a
persons seeking to product and its
to retrieve luggage. results make a
and following the work of art (e.g., art map the spread of a safety (e.g., food
claim of
track.
historians,
disease.
manufacturers and
metrological
auctioneers,
distributers).
traceability, or a
acquisition
Accreditation may
third-party.
museums, buyers
be required.
Accreditation may
and sellers, etc.)
be required.
Trace user The tracker,
Persons seeking to Epidemiologists
Persons making and Airline and airport Persons using
Engineers, perhaps overlapping
following the track establish or
and associated
checking claims for personnel
measurement
with the trace makers, and other
to pursue the
authenticate the
persons seeking to food, or planning performing luggage results assess the stakeholders.
animal.
provenance of a
understand the
and undertaking a retrieval tasks.
validity of the claim
work of art.
spread of a disease recall (e.g.,
of metrological
and to design
government
traceability, and
control measures. agencies).
various
accreditation
bodies.
Trace
The tracker and
The current or
The local
All parties involved The luggage owner Those domains and Engineers and other stakeholders,
beneficiary others (for food); potential future
(epidemics) or
in the supply and (for service); airline industries that rely but this group may be wider in
animal owner (for owner of a work of global (pandemics) distribution of food industry (for
on standard
scope than the users.
pets); animal
art (for valuation); population (for
(for economics);
economics); society measures (for
scientists (for
society (for cultural control of disease consumer (for
(for safety).
economics and
behavior).
preservation).
and safety).
safety).
safety).
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Trace
beneficiary

: Define the goals of SSE
trace beneficiaries (PR, PI)
VII E

Luggage - The luggage
owner (for service);
airline industry (for
economics),society SSE - Engineers and other
(for safety)
stakeholders, but this
group may be wider in
scope than the users.

Factor

Animal Tracking

Art Provenance

Epidemiology

Food Traceability

Luggage Handling

Metrology

Software Systems Engineering

No end-to-end
An international
Documenting the
Engineers may establish links
responsibility for food framework for tracing relationship of a
between engineering artifacts
traceability, but
that revolves around measurement result to explicitly at the time of
simple generic
use of a shared
a ‘higher
development to facilitate
principles to
tracing and
authority’ [12], time- subsequent tracing. Alternatively,
distribute
management system stamping when used the links may be established
responsibility (e.g., [10]. Individual
for calibration,
implicitly when working in a
those specified in
airlines and airports recording the
development environment or
EC178/2002 [9],
have flexibility on
measurement
recovered automatically later.
including ‘one up / their precise systems procedure, its result
one down’ traceability and implementation and the associated
[4]).
details.
uncertainty.
Aids to
A field book of
Examples of
Techniques and
International codes International codes International
Some development environments
tracing
animal track types. successful heuristics procedures for data and policies for
and policies for
initiatives for
create tracks for tracing
in provenance
collection, mining and making signs, along making signs, along worldwide
automatically as a by-product of
creation, suggesting fusion. Data
with increasingly
with increasingly
metrological
tracks formed by development
possible documentary visualizations, and
sophisticated ways to sophisticated ways to traceability [3], a
processes. A number of automated
evidence relevant to statistical and
‘label’ and register the ‘label’ and register the shared vocabulary
techniques for trace recovery and
the type of work of art mathematical
movement of food. movement of luggage. [11] and visual aids to maintenance are finding their way
or particular period. modelling and
show the transfer of into such environments.
simulations for
traceability at steps in
analysis.
a measurement
process [8].
Impact of Gaps do not prevent a Gaps present a loss of Gaps can often be
Gaps break the food Gaps can be
Gaps break the
A gap exists when a sign is expected
gaps on
trace. They can often traceability. They
bridged, based on
traceability, but one overcome by
metrological
but not present, or when the position
tracing
be overcome by
have the potential to typical patterns of
up / one down records exhaustive search for traceability.
is filled with something unexpected.
backtracking or using be filled at a future spread for known
should regain it.
the item of luggage
Some gaps in the track can be
alternative signs.
time if new signs
diseases and
DNA can trace the
from its last known
bridged when tracing requirements,
materialize.
probabilistic models. product, but not
location and its
recovering the track using linguistic
provide for process known intended track.
and information retrieval algorithms.
traceability.
Permanence The track can be
The potential to trace The potential to trace The potential to trace The potential to trace The potential to trace Any engineering artifact can
of trace
traced many times
remains while the
remains while the
remains while the
remains while the
remains while there is change at any time, potentially
while available, but track is available. The track is available,
track is available. The track is available. The a claim of
impacting others to which there
the potential to trace track can be recorded which is transient. A signs or the full track signs or the full track metrological
is a link. The validity of a
eventually disappears. to ease future tracing record of the track is are usually recorded are usually recorded traceability. However, current trace may then be
Tracing may be a one and remain relevant needed for tracing
to ease future tracing, to ease future tracing, the uncertainty of a negated.
time activity if the
indefinitely. However, over time.
but the useful life of a but the useful life of a measure that a
tracker obliterates the the validity of a trace
trace may diminish. trace may diminish. process or instrument
tracks in making the can become
Such records may be Such records are
provides changes, so
trace. The value of the questioned with the
archived long-term. rarely archived long- the trace can be
trace may disappear discovery of new
term.
voided. Instruments
with the quarry.
evidence.
need periodic recalibration to retain it.
Trace
process

A track pursuit drill
[5].
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Impact of
gaps on
tracing

No process as such,
depending upon
heuristics. Simple
guidelines have
recently been
promoted for
recording provenance
data [15].

Common steps to
perform in a
systematic outbreak
investigation [1], and
national and
international
guidelines to respond
to particular
emergency outbreaks
(e.g., [6]).

: Deal with inevitable
tracing gaps (TR, PR)
VII E

Animal tracking Gaps do not prevent a
trace. They can often
be overcome by
backtracking or using
alternative signs

SSE - A gap exists when a
sign is expected but not
present, or when the
position is filled with
something unexpected.
Some gaps in the track
can be bridged when
tracing requirements,
recovering the track
using linguistic and
information retrieval
algorithms

Factor

Animal Tracking

Art Provenance

Epidemiology

Food Traceability

Luggage Handling

Metrology

Software Systems Engineering

No end-to-end
An international
Documenting the
Engineers may establish links
responsibility for food framework for tracing relationship of a
between engineering artifacts
traceability, but
that revolves around measurement result to explicitly at the time of
simple generic
use of a shared
a ‘higher
development to facilitate
principles to
tracing and
authority’ [12], time- subsequent tracing. Alternatively,
distribute
management system stamping when used the links may be established
responsibility (e.g., [10]. Individual
for calibration,
implicitly when working in a
those specified in
airlines and airports recording the
development environment or
EC178/2002 [9],
have flexibility on
measurement
recovered automatically later.
including ‘one up / their precise systems procedure, its result
one down’ traceability and implementation and the associated
[4]).
details.
uncertainty.
Aids to
A field book of
Examples of
Techniques and
International codes International codes International
Some development environments
tracing
animal track types. successful heuristics procedures for data and policies for
and policies for
initiatives for
create tracks for tracing
in provenance
collection, mining and making signs, along making signs, along worldwide
automatically as a by-product of
creation, suggesting fusion. Data
with increasingly
with increasingly
metrological
tracks formed by development
possible documentary visualizations, and
sophisticated ways to sophisticated ways to traceability [3], a
processes. A number of automated
evidence relevant to statistical and
‘label’ and register the ‘label’ and register the shared vocabulary
techniques for trace recovery and
the type of work of art mathematical
movement of food. movement of luggage. [11] and visual aids to maintenance are finding their way
or particular period. modelling and
show the transfer of into such environments.
simulations for
traceability at steps in
analysis.
a measurement
process [8].
Impact of Gaps do not prevent a Gaps present a loss of Gaps can often be
Gaps break the food Gaps can be
Gaps break the
A gap exists when a sign is expected
gaps on
trace. They can often traceability. They
bridged, based on
traceability, but one overcome by
metrological
but not present, or when the position
tracing
be overcome by
have the potential to typical patterns of
up / one down records exhaustive search for traceability.
is filled with something unexpected.
backtracking or using be filled at a future spread for known
should regain it.
the item of luggage
Some gaps in the track can be
alternative signs.
time if new signs
diseases and
DNA can trace the
from its last known
bridged when tracing requirements,
materialize.
probabilistic models. product, but not
location and its
recovering the track using linguistic
provide for process known intended track.
and information retrieval algorithms.
traceability.
Permanence The track can be
The potential to trace The potential to trace The potential to trace The potential to trace The potential to trace Any engineering artifact can
of trace
traced many times
remains while the
remains while the
remains while the
remains while the
remains while there is change at any time, potentially
while available, but track is available. The track is available,
track is available. The track is available. The a claim of
impacting others to which there
the potential to trace track can be recorded which is transient. A signs or the full track signs or the full track metrological
is a link. The validity of a
eventually disappears. to ease future tracing record of the track is are usually recorded are usually recorded traceability. However, current trace may then be
Tracing may be a one and remain relevant needed for tracing
to ease future tracing, to ease future tracing, the uncertainty of a negated.
time activity if the
indefinitely. However, over time.
but the useful life of a but the useful life of a measure that a
tracker obliterates the the validity of a trace
trace may diminish. trace may diminish. process or instrument
tracks in making the can become
Such records may be Such records are
provides changes, so
trace. The value of the questioned with the
archived long-term. rarely archived long- the trace can be
trace may disappear discovery of new
term.
voided. Instruments
with the quarry.
evidence.
need periodic recalibration to retain it.
Trace
process

A track pursuit drill

Trace[5].
process
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No process as such,
depending upon
heuristics. Simple
guidelines have
recently been
promoted for
recording provenance
data [15].

Common steps to
perform in a
systematic outbreak
investigation [1], and
national and
international
guidelines to respond
to particular
emergency outbreaks
(e.g., [6]).

Food - No end-to-end
responsibility for
food traceability, but
simple generic
principles to
distribute
responsibility (e.g.,
those specified in
EC178/2002 [9],
including ‘one up /
one down’ traceability
[4])

SSE - Engineers may
establish links between
engineering artifacts
explicitly at the time of
development to facilitate
subsequent tracing.
Alternatively, the links
may be established
implicitly when working in
a development environment
or recovered automatically
later.

: Role of standard signs
and processes (PR, PI)
VII E

VISION FOR SSE
inspired by other disciplines
proactive generation of
traceability
based on special preparations
requirement sign making
as a core activity
manual or automatic

A principle long understood
in other disciplines

No ability to trace without a track
and no ability to lay a track
without making signs

